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Industry greats appointed to WAFIC Board 
 
Tuesday marked the 2017 Western Australian Fishing Industry Council (WAFIC) 
open industry forum and the Annual General Meeting (AGM) which included the 
appointment of two new directors and detailed discussion concerning industry 
priorities.    
 
With the retirement of Kym Coffey and Arno Verboon from the Board, a vote to fill 
the vacant positions saw industry veterans Leonie Noble and Tony Westerberg 
elected by WAFIC members to the positions. 
 
Former WAFIC Chair, Clayton Nelson, said that the appointments of both Ms Noble 
and Mr Westerberg will provide additional experience and expertise - 
complementing a strong group of existing directors.  
 
“I congratulate both Ms Noble and Mr Westerberg on their appointments and look 
forward to seeing the valuable contributions they will make to the WAFIC Board.” 
 
“Both have been recognised for their commitment, passion and strong leadership to 
the Western Australian Seafood Industry.”   
 
This year, prior to the AGM, all members of industry were invited to an open industry 
forum facilitated by innovative business advisor Maree Gooch, allowing for a robust 
discussion around a number of issues facing seafood producers. 
 
 “It was clear from discussions around the room that issues such as attracting 
investment, providing an attractive career path to future generations and developing 
strong links to research - will be driven by industry.”   
 
“But given the ever-evolving nature of the sector, the driving force will be ensuring 
that we remain unified as an industry so that we can continue to work towards a 
more viable, profitable and sustainable future for the fishing industry.” 
 
“I am confident that, with the appointment of Ms Noble and Mr Westerberg, WAFIC 
will be well situated to focus on the future and continue to revolutionise how the 
industry moves,” he said. 
 



 

Closing the AGM, Mr Nelson thanked both Ms Coffey and Mr Verboon for their 
outstanding dedication towards the WA fishing industry. 
 
“On behalf of the Board of Directors, Chief Executive Officer, WAFIC staff and 
members, I thank both Kym and Arno for their commitment during their Board 
appointment.”  
 
“Working in the commercial fishing industry since 2002, Ms Coffey brought to the 
Board knowledge and experience in fisheries management, policy, resource access 
and multi-user marine areas.” 
 
“Her knowledge coupled with her fresh approach, unique experiences and energy 
ensured she made significant contributions to WAFIC’s direction throughout her 6 
years on the Board.” 
 
“Mr Verboon has seen his career starting from the deck of the fishing boat all the 
way to the Board room.” 
 
“A respected leader, he has used this wealth of experience to assist in delivering on 
pressing issues facing the fishing industry”, Mr Nelson concluded. 
 
Both Ms Noble and Mr Westerberg commenced their three-year term as Directors 
as of the 10th of October 2017. 
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